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 The internal energy market:
Improving the security of energy supplies

The Commission has made good a significant omission in the process of constructing an internal
energy market by proposing on 11 September 2002 a new package of measures which will help
to improve the security of oil and gas supplies.

The Green Paper on the security of energy supply which the Commission adopted in November
2000 launched an unprecedented debate on energy policy and highlighted a paradoxical
situation: while the European Union is developing the most fully integrated energy market in the
world, this process is not backed up by the necessary coordination of measures to guarantee the
security of external supplies of either oil or natural gas.

Why must steps be taken?

The completion of the internal energy market, as agreed
by the Barcelona European Council in March 2002, will
enable a gradually more open market to be created. The
internal market is also based on the need for solidarity
between the Member States of the European Union,
more especially in the gas, oil and electricity sectors so
vital to our energy supply.

The opening up of the market, particularly to new
operators, will help to establish healthy competition which
in turn will help to ensure regular supplies for the various
consumers. However, the integration of the oil market is
still incomplete.

Furthermore, the security stock mechanisms that exist were thought up thirty years ago, before
there was a competitive market for oil, and are characterised by a lack of solidarity between
Member States, which is incompatible with the objectives of the single market.

Gas and oil stocks

Energy markets to be opened up by
2005.

Already, 60% of the electricity market and
80% of the gas market have been opened up.

On 13 March 2001, the Commission proposed
to go further and complete the opening of the
market for all consumers by 2005.

At the Barcelona Summit in March 2002, the
Heads of State and Government already
accepted the principle of completely opening
up the market for industrial and commercial
customers by 2004.

European Commission
Directorate-General for Energy and Transport

Constructing the internal energy marketa
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The interlinking of networks plays a major role in ensuring the flexibility and security of supplies
of natural gas. On 20 December 2001, therefore, the Commission proposed a set of new
measures aimed at optimising the use of gas infrastructures and encouraging the construction of
new infrastructures. This, however, is not enough.

The European gas industry has so far been effective in ensuring security of supply. In the new
internal gas market, however, there will no longer be a single player to assume this
responsibility. It is therefore uncertain whether gas suppliers will give priority to security of
supply. Consequently, this responsibility cannot be left in the hands of the industry alone, which
is itself dependent on external supplies.

It is therefore vital to establish a clear Community framework as a basis for implementing
measures to safeguard the external security of both oil and natural gas supplies in a manner
compatible with the functioning of the internal market.

The European economy is based mainly on fossil fuels,
particularly oil and natural gas, importing almost two-thirds
of its requirements. These fuels account for 80% of energy
consumption in the European Union. According to the
Green Paper on the security of energy supply, unless
steps are taken, imports will make up 70% of the EU's total
energy requirements in twenty to thirty years' time

The risks associated with the Union's high structural
dependence on imports are further exacerbated by the
political instability prevailing in many producer countries
which may put extreme pressure on the energy market.
The concentration of external supplies in a small number of
producer countries or regions is another weak point.

The dangers of the EU's energy dependenceb
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The risks inherent in such dependence are
worrying. For example the transport sector, which is
98% dependent on external oil supplies, would be
extremely vulnerable to instability in supplies. The
same is true of electricity, half of which will be
generated from natural gas by 2020-2030.

Economic studies have estimated that an increase of
10% in the price of a barrel of crude oil is likely to
reduce economic growth in the EU by 0.5%.

In these circumstances, an energy supply crisis may
cause serious social disruption, likely to produce a
social backlash (e.g. road hauliers' strike).

Ineffectiveness of EU measures relating to oil stocks. Current directives, now more than 30
years old, require Member States to maintain stocks equivalent to 90 days' consumption of oil or
petroleum products. They must also draw up contingency plans to deal with any physical
disruption to supplies. However, these mechanisms are ill-adapted to the situation on the energy
market:
� In the event of a crisis, the Commission has no powers to use the security stocks. Apart from

major disruption of the internal market, measures taken individually by Member States
will have little or no effect given the size of the market;

� Some Member States have a stocks agency. In others, stocks are held by the oil companies.
This fragmentation of the system distorts competition. Moreover, the volume of stocks that
can actually be mobilised in a crisis is highly uncertain;

� Under the current legislation, harmonised rules on the use of stocks only apply in the event
of a physical disruption to supplies. There is no instrument available to ensure coordinated,
mutually supportive use of stocks in response to extreme market volatility.

Inadequacy of the International Energy Agency (IEA) framework. The IEA Treaty requires
participating States to maintain oil stocks and also stipulates how to respond to a supply crisis.
However, these mechanisms do not sufficiently meet the needs of the EU countries:

� The IEA's existing crisis mechanism requires unanimity among the 26 participating
countries. Hence this unanimity rule links the management of EU oil stocks to that of many
external partners whose priorities do not necessarily coincide with those of the Union, in
particular with the objective of creating an integrated energy market;

� These procedures were put in place to cope with a possible physical disruption of supplies
only, such as the embargo imposed by OPEC at the end of 1973.

Lack of coordinated measures for gas supplies. There is currently no framework at EU or
IEA level guaranteeing a minimum level of security of gas supplies in the European Union. The
European gas industry has succeeded in ensuring security of supply on a constantly expanding
gas market over the last 40 years. However, the European gas market is currently undergoing
rapid change and the role of the traditional market players is also evolving. In the new liberalised
gas market, no player will of its own accord automatically assume responsibility for
security of supply. In a commercial market, it is not certain that gas suppliers will give strategic
priority to security of supply, as companies increasingly focus on competition goals.

Lack of suitable instrumentsc

Two types of risk

Physical risks may result from the exhaustion
or abandonment of an energy source. North Sea
oil reserves, for example, are expected to run out
by 2030-2050. They may also result from a
temporary disruption of supplies due to a
transport accident or an event of a political
and/or military nature in a production zone.

Economic risks stem from the volatility of
crude oil and petroleum product prices, and the
impact of such volatility on natural gas prices
which are tied to oil prices. They may in
particular stem from a "general perception" that
supplies are physically disrupted. This is the
currently the main risk to the energy supply.
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The solution: A Community framework

A Community framework is needed. The
Member States are interdependent in
energy matters. Any energy policy
decision, particularly in relation to the
supply of oil and gas, taken by a Member
State will inevitably have a knock-on effect
on the functioning of the market in other
Member States. Moreover, an isolated
response by a State to a change in the
supply conditions will have little or no real
impact. A coordinated response by all
Member States, acting in a spirit of
solidarity, is the only way to achieve
effective solutions.

un cadre communautaire

The Commission's specific proposals

Harmonising the national storage systems

� All Member States should set up a public oil storage body to which operators without refining
capacity (independent distributors, importers) can turn to meet their stock obligation through
payment of an equitable fee;

� This body will be required to own stocks equivalent to at least one third of the storage
obligations of each Member State.

Coordinated use of security stocks
� The Union should decide on a common strategy to be applied by all Member States in the event

of a physical or economic disruption in supplies. This strategy will set out the measures, the
objectives, the duration and the resources that Member States will have to provide;

� In practical terms, in cases of imperative need, the Commission, assisted by a committee made
up of representatives of the Member States, will be empowered to adopt the necessary
measures as a matter of urgency.

The measures adopted by the Commission on 11 September 2002

(1) A communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council entitled "The
internal energy market: Coordinated measures on security of energy supplies";

(2) a proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the
alignment of measures with regard to security of supply for petroleum products;

(3) a proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning concerning
measures to safeguard security of natural gas supply;

(4) a proposal for a Council Directive and a proposal for a Council Decision repealing four legislative
texts concerning measures to guarantee the security of oil supplies (that have become null and void).

Coordinated and effective use of oil stocksa

The objectives

� Promote solidarity between the Member States in
the event of an energy crisis by putting in place
predefined measures and mechanisms which will
guarantee coordinated action;

� Manage security of supplies by providing for
suitable mechanisms to deal with physical disruption
of energy supplies;

� Manage the safety of supplies and infrastructures
by adopting safety measures which will ensure
maximum reliability of supply flows from producer
countries;

� Promote market stability, in consultation with
producer countries, by planning possible responses
to situations where the markets anticipate a physical
disruption of supplies in order to restore the proper
functioning of the market.
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Harmonisation of intervention criteria
� In addition to contingency measures to cope with a physical disruption of supplies, it should

henceforth be possible to use the stocks where there is a general perception of a risk of
disruption causing volatility in the markets;

� In this context, in which mechanisms for using security stocks will play an increasingly important
role, the volume of the stocks will have to be increased from 90 days' consumption to 120
days' consumption;

� Any decision to act will be based on a convergence of factors. The potential activation threshold
will be attained when the price of crude oil on the markets is such that, were the price maintained
at that level for 12 months, the EU's oil bill would increase by the equivalent of more than 0.5% of
its GDP (a barrel price of approximately $30 at present).

Definition of a supply policy
� Member States should define a general policy on the security of gas supplies, including a clear

definition of the roles and responsibilities of the various market players in contributing to the
security of supply;

� This policy will have to be transparent. Member States and the Commission will draw up reports
at regular intervals describing the mechanisms put in place for emergencies, the levels of gas
stocks, etc.

Definition of minimum standards for security of supply – gas stocks
� Member States should take the necessary measures to ensure that the supply to vital

consumers, who are not in a position to replace gas with another fuel, is guaranteed for sixty
days in average weather conditions in the event of the single most important source of gas
supplies being disrupted. Other measures will be taken in order to cover this eventuality in the
event of extremely low temperatures;

� The measures to be taken should include ensuring that gas stocks make at least a minimum
contribution to achieving the security of supply standards. The level of stocks should take account
of the geological and economic storage possibilities in each Member State.

Coordinated use of crisis measures
� In the event of a serious interruption in gas supplies, the Commission, assisted by a committee

made up of representatives of the Member States, will draw up recommendations urging
Member States to assist the countries most affected. If necessary, the Commission will adopt
decisions requiring Member States to take the appropriate measures;

� These measures may include the release of gas stocks, the interruption of non-essential
supplies to allow redistribution of the gas and ensure the flexibility of the system, the flexibility of
supply and the use of opportunities presented by the spot markets.

Supply contracts
� Member States should guarantee that a minimum proportion of their gas supplies from non- EU

countries is based on long-term import contracts. Such contracts lend stability to purchases;

� Member States should also take the necessary measures to ensure greater liquidity on the gas
market and the development of transparent prices.

The measures to coordinate action on the security of oil and gas supplies are conceivable only in
concert with the producer countries.

The geographical benefit of enlargement will have to be taken into account when considering where to
locate oil and gas stocks. Stocks could, for example, be held in the EU Member States and candidate
countries or equally in producer or transit countries.

Minimum measures to guarantee gas suppliesb

Establishing a dialogue on energy between producers and consumersc
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Consequently, the European Community must develop, provide an institutional framework for and flesh
out the energy dialogue between producer and consumer countries. A dialogue between producer and
consumer countries will help improve the stability of supplies. It will enable EU safety standards to be
applied to our external supplies, particularly as regards the construction of oil and gas infrastructure
and the transport of oil and gas by sea. it will also help improve the price mechanism and facilitate the
conclusion of satisfactory supply agreements.

In this context, the dialogue on which the European Union has embarked with Russia has a
model character.

Complex technical tasks will have to be accomplished in applying and developing new Community
rules on the security of supply. This will involve:
� monitoring trends on oil and gas markets,
� assessing their impact on the security and safety of supplies,
� evaluating the effectiveness of the measures taken,
� monitoring the level of stocks in the Member States,
� in the event of an energy crisis, assessing the impact of measures to release stocks, in particular

on the functioning of the internal market in oil and gas,
� monitoring infrastructures which are important for supplies,
� setting up databases of objective, reliable and comparable information.

The proposals for Directives therefore make provision for setting up a European Oil and Gas
Observation System within the Commission. With the Commission's support, it will provide the
necessary technical and scientific assistance and high level of expertise to assist in the correct
application of EU legislation on oil and gas supplies.

Conclusion
The completion of the internal energy market must be accompanied by the necessary coordination of
measures to guarantee security of external supplies of both oil and natural gas. The creation and
development of an internal energy market increases Member States' interdependence in respect of
security of supply. The lack of common minimum rules on security of supply is therefore likely to
undermine the smooth functioning of the internal market in oil and gas and hence the regular and safe
supply to all consumers under any circumstances.

The European Union therefore needs to have its own response and intervention mechanisms for
dealing with energy crises, in liaison with the producer countries.

The Commission's two proposals for Directives, which concern one of the fundamental pillars of our
economies, are all the more urgent as they are part of the process of integrating new countries into the
European Union.

Ensuring the proper functioning of the internal market in oil products by aligning
measures relating to the security of supply

and

Guaranteeing the security of supplies of natural gas necessary to the proper
functioning of the internal market

Acquiring technical expertise for the implementation of measuresd
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